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Monday, Septembl!r 19, 1966

NEW MEXIcO LOBO

Unfavored Wolfpack Upsets Utass, 17-8

CARL (Crusher) JACKSON leads Carl Bradford around left end as members of the Utah State
Aggies close in. Tlte Lobo running game didn't have its usual success against the big Utag line led
here by Ocie Austin (81) and Lance Gross (31).

Sports Mogozine
Rotes BYU Tops

SPORTS PAGE
EDITOR JEFF DENNARD

Frosh Will Boost
Tankmen's Power
Head swimming coach Robert
K. Barney has announced that the
UNM swimming team will be off
to a good start this year with the
addition of six promising high
school recruits.
Bob Milne, from Highland High
School, who will be swimming in
the lOO-and 200-yd. freestyle competition holds a records of 49.4 in
the 100 free. He will also be used
in the relays.
Freshman Kirk Hoopes from
Las Vegas, Nevada, who holds a
record of 2:07.6 in the 200-yd. individual medlay, will continue in
this same competition at UNM.
Diver Recruits Good
Mike McGregor, also a freshman, from Las Vegas, Nevada,
will be competing in the 200

Thunderbird Editor
Seeks Contributors
Prospective staff members and
contributors are invited to the informal coffee hour planned Sept.
26 by Luis Calviilo-Capri, editor
of Thunderbird, the University of
New Mexico's literary-art magazine.
The coffee is scheduled at 7:30
p.m. in room 231-B of the Union.
The editor announced that positions are open for art and poetry
editot·s, associate editor and staff
t·eaders. He is already accepting
contributions of poetry, essays,
short stories, book reviews, and
critiques for the Fall issue due to
appear late in October.
The Thunderbird office is located
in the Annex of the Joumalism
Building, Central and Yale NE.
For the newspaper itself is
contradictory, which is one way
of saying that it is a very human
entetprise.-Gerald W. Jilhnson

breaststroke. His previous record
is 2:24.2.
A graduate of New Mexico Military Institute from California,
Cht:is Scott, will be swimming
the 20() breast, the 100 IM, and
in the relays. His lM record is
1:05.
The two freshmen divers recruited are Paul Mundorff, highschool all-American from Bartlesvme, Oklahoma; and Tom Crowley from Dick Smith's Swim Gym
in Phoenix, Arizona.
Recprd Holders Returns
Returning swimming lettermen
will be Tom Hendrey, a junior,
who holds the school record in the
500 and 200 free. He will also be
competing in the 1000 free-a
new event in collegiate meets.
Sophomore Ralph Remington,
who was rated the fourth best in
the world in the 100 backstroke
in 1965, will be returning to compete in the IM and 200 back.
Tom Me11ars, a senior, who was
inelligible last season, will be returning to compete in the 100 butterfly. He held eighth position in
the NCAA ratings his junior year
with a record 0:53.
Jon Mayhew, a sophomore, will
return to defend his school record
of 2:05.2 in the 200 fly.
Carter Shillig, a junior who
holds the school record in the 50
and 100 free, is also a returnee.
Coach Barney, who has increased UNM wins by 80 per cent since
taking over the position, said that
the toughest competitors for this
year will be Utah, who has won
the
conference
championship
every year since the conference
has been in existence; and BYU,
who is expected to surprise its
competitors this year.
The UNM swimming team, for
the first time boasting a strength
of 1S men, will provide stiff competition this year, said Barney.

The Collegiate Press Sel'Vice
The anti-lecture has arrived on
the conference scene.
Speaking to students and campus administrators at a recent
United Campus Christian Fellowship conference on higher education, Philip Werdell, editor of
Moderator, said, "I have been told
that if r recited my speech back~
wards, or if I stood silently for
three minutes, you listeners would
clap just as you would if I read
what I have written.''

WANT ADS

Chakaa Meeting
Chakaa members are reminded
of the meeting in the Union, room
231·D, Tuesday night at 7:30.

WARNING
~f<,"tjaO}'-~

We are ready again to serve you
our delicious
COLD ROOT BEER
by the Iced Mug, Quart or Gallon

o.,.~~lt'

READE'S A&W ROOT BEER

DRIVE IN
3627 Monte Vista NE
.

Conference Speaker
Gives Anti-lecture

UReform Meet
Set for Glorieta

He who hesitates spends Christmas in Albuquerque.
Make reservations NOW for the Holidays.

Welcome Back Students

256-TTlB

Sports Illustrated, in its annual
football preview, picks Alabama
to successfully defend its national
title this year. If the Crimson
Tide does defend the mythical
title it will be the first to do so
since Army turned the trick in
the years 1944-46.
As far teams in the Rocky
Mountain region the men of SI
pick Utah State to head the pack
and to be followed cJosely by New
Mexico State, BYU, and Arizona
State.
The fight for honors in the
Western Athletic Conference
should take place mainly between
BYU and ASU with Wyoming and
Arizona in close pursuit.
In commenting on New Mexico,
Sports Illustrated said that we
are lacking depth for two platoon
football, but that our running
attack should be strong again.
The forecast also lists the top
25 college teams over the last 42
years. At the top of the heap is
Notre Dame, a team which has
won 10 national championships.
The main reason for picking the
men at Alabama for first place
is that they have 34 returning
lettermen and of course they have
Paul "Bear" Bryant.

the Wolves lost the ball on an
(Continued from page 1)
interception.
A fifteen yard :Penball back on the next play as
alty
moved
the
ball to the New
Safety Ace Hendricks intercepted
Mexico
15.
Edwards
threw to
Edward~>' pass on the UNM 37.
Clark
for
a
TD
on
first
down. On
Both teams then traded punts,
the
try
for
the
extra
)?oint
Paul
and with first and ten on the
Smith
broke
through
and
blocked
fifty yard line the Lobos found
the Midas Touch. Beitler hit the kick. The score was New
Emilio Vallez with a pass on the Mexico 17, Utah State 8 with
30. With the aid of a block from 13:31 left in the thil:d quarter.
Ball Changed Hands
Seiders, Vallez galloped into the
Neither
team could move the
end Zone untouched. Seiders
ball
in
the
next two series of
added the extra point and the
downs.
Then
there were three
Wolfpack led 10-2 with 3:37 requick
turnovers
as the Lobos
maining in the half.
fumbled, then intercepted a pass
IAbos Scored Again
and in turn had one of its passes
After the kickoff the Aggiea heisted. Four playg passed by
held the ball for about one second before Watson fumbled and War~
as Maughan fumbled on first xen recovered fQr the Lobos. The
down. The Lobos moved to the quarter ended uneventfully as the
State 3 with the help of a bit of teams each punted.
offensive ra.zzle-duzle. On an end
The Utags fared somewhat
around, double reverse, Norm better in the third period as they
Kreuter tossed a pass to quarter- gained 33 yards rushing and four
back Beitler who xaced to the yards ')lassing. State lost the ball
3 yard line. On the next '))lay twice and forced the Lobos into
Beitler threw to Seiders over the three turnovers. The Lobo demiddle for the score. Seiders fen:;;e was on the field for most of
added the point after and the the quarter as the offense was
score was 17-2 with 0:26 to go stymied and lost three yards for
in the half. The Utags fumbled their efforts in the entire period.
again as the half ended, but reIn the fourth quarter the 20,covered the ball themselves. '
570 fans attending watched the
In the seeond quarter the Lobos New Mllxico offense fail comcontrolled the ball as if they pletely and the defense fight off
owned it. The Wolfpack had the the charging Utags.
ball fol· 25 plays while the Utags
Utags Get Moving
had but 8 offensive plays. The
Utah State finally got its runtough Lobo defense held Utah ning game moving as it sta\·ted
State to two first downs in the using a quarterback keeper and
half and eight yards rushing. The running the ends ·Of the tiring
Utag total defense was a meager New· .Mexico defense. The Aggies
forty yards. The Lobos on the fought their ay to the UNM 8
other hand gained 173 yards on yard line and there on fourtl1
the ground and through the air. down and needing five yards for
In addition the Lobos took the a first down Edwards rolled out
ball away from the Aggies six to pass. HI:! was hit jm;t as he
tirues via fumbles and pass in- threw,.the ball and the pass fell
terceptions.
incomplete. Following the ·play
The second half started with Edwards was taken from the
the Lobos kicking to the Aggies field on a streteher with suspected
and holding for four downs. On head injuries. He was held at a
their first play of the second half local hospital over night for observation and was released Sunday morning.
The Lobos held the ball for
three downs and then punted to
their own 49. Two plays later the
Lobos put the game away for
keeps as John Pautsch intercepted his second pass of the
The UNM student government night. The Lobos then held the
will hold a Conference on Uni- ball until there was only 0:58 to
versity Reform from September go in the game and held the
30 through October 3 at the .Ar~ Utags as they tried to score.
Coach Weeks summed up the
rowhead Methodist Assembly in
game by saying "We made more
Glorieta.
The Conference is being held mistakes than in any other startto promote understanding and ing game, but we've got a bunch
communication among the three of kids out there who bate to
aspects of the university environ- lose.''
ment. Student government lead- Utah Stat.. CAllE STATISTICS
New Mexico
ers, administration and members 8
first d()wtUO
10
105
rushing
Jrardage
JU
of the faculty will be placed to- 50
p ... inl!l yardage
119
gether in an informal situation 155
total yardqe
173
41
punting llVerattf!!
83
to exchange ideas and informa- Z-20
panalti..,
8-l!O
tion.
5-'1
flilllbles lost
1·1
.,.,..,. intA!fc:eptm by
4
The project has gorwn out of 2
the Student-Faculty Association, New Muiw .•..••.•...• 3 1( 0 Q-,\7
which holds luncheons fox stu~ Utah State ............. 2 o 6 o- 8
dents an dfaculty members. It
was ffllt that a retreat would
further help to improve relations.
The group wiii be addressed
by. Governor Jack M. Campbell, CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES<
UNM president. Tom Popejoy, 4 line lid.. 6fH:-4 tim.,., $2.00. Inaertions
bo! submitted bY noon on day bo!lol'f!!
ASUNM president. Dan Denni- muot
publication tel Room 159, Student Publicason, and a member of the UNM tio!IS Building, Phon.,. 277~002 .,, 271·4102.
faculty.
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2212 Central SE

Phone 243·6749
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RIGHT ACROSS CENTRAL
FROM THE UNIVERSITY

FOR RENT
ROOM. Iis:ht. .airY and clean. $40 per
month.. Walking dlstant:c from eampus.
RespoJlllible girl or boy. Meals i£ desired.
306 Stanford SE.
EFFICIENCY
apartment,
tumished.
Wat..r k gas 1>ald. $40 per munth. Clolte
l.o campuo. Call 268~843. 9/19, 21, 22, 23.
TIIREE ho"""" a......,. trom CivU Enll'inccrlnt:, one at $55.00 and one at $40.00, Each
<lff""' hoUsing tor two or more students.
Sec .Mr. Doh Taylor at the Christian Students• Cent..r. 201i University NE, 242-

0450.

SERVICES
TYPEWRITER llllles lc Npalr. Sp..,lal
rates to UNM otndents on all machines.
Fr.!e pieku)) A delivery. E & E Typewriiel' Sl!rvlee, 2217 Coal SE, phone 2430588.

ltELP WANTED
WANTED HY RECORD CLUD OF
AMERICA CAMPUS
REPRESENTATIVE TO EAUN
OVER $100 IN SHORT TIME
WriU!n tor information tel: Mr. :Ed Denovy,
Coll<#e JJu"""u MaiJIUI'er, R<!mrd Club or
A1>1"1iea, 128/l E. t'rineC88 Street, York,
PmnsYivanla 17405.
HIGH INCOME JOBS ON CAMPUS
Get a high paying job in aalcs, distribu·
Uon or ma~ket rcseatdt rlgltt on your own
campuo. n...,.,., a ealnptl$ l'cpresentntive
for over forty )hngnzine, Amerlean Alrlln.,.,

Operation lbteh, ct.c. and earn big part.

time money doing int..t""tll!n work. APPlY

ri~rht ·~ CollolA:lnt.. Marketing, Dept. H,

27 E. 22 St., New York, N.Y. 10010.

Student

on

(Ed. note: This is the first of
three stories dealing with the trip
to South America this !\Ummer
made by Luis Calvillo-Capri, a
senior n1ajoring in Latin American Studiees at UNM. Calvillo
left Albuquerque June 15 and
visited seven J.. atin American
countries
in
two-and-a-half
months.)
By JO ANN BAILEY
The "average" Latin American
student is not as explosive as he
is pictured in the United States.
At least this is the way Luis
Calvillo-Capri feels after spend·
ing two-and-a-half months this
summer touring Mexico, Guatamala, El Salvador, Honduras,
Nicaragua, Costa Rica and Panama.

Calvillo visited the countries
Most of their time was spent at
Mexico, the University of Leon
in Nicaragua, and the University
of Centx-oamericana in Nicaragua.
As guest Qf the President of
the University of Guanajuato,
Calvillo said he met with the
student body presidents of all the
various colleges loc11ted within
the University, He explained that
student government in latin
American universities was organized with a separate government
and president fol' each college
(medicine, law, arts and sciences,
etc.).
"We found that the stereotype
of the Latin American student as
being more interested in pQ!itics

Latin American

than in studies is not true," he
said.
The majority of students do not
belong to political parties, Calvillo asserted, but rather were
more interested with trying to
finish their eiucation because of
financial need.
He characterized the politicallyminded student as being a minority group, as being wealthier than
most students, and as having
lower grades, the latter because
of the greater devotion of time
to politics.
A further division was made
by Calvillo among the politicallyminded themselves, which he
described as anarchic or progressively sincere in their intent.
"Students who are genuinely in-
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terested in reform are not aligned being a state (or provincial) uniagainst the school administra- versity, typical of state univertion, but with it and against the ~ities all over Latin America. A
national government," he said. state unive1•sity is distinguished
However, he said felt that the from a Federally run university
anarchic student stood alone like the National University of
against both the administration Mexico in Mexico City.
and the national· ..govllrnment.
He said that the state univerT.he Uni:'ersity of Gua?~.·\llfl:.~.~;":~itl.es . a. re much- less politically
was described . by CalviiW ,;a!s·!li'o ~' '- (Contnued on page 3)
_...
.; '
·, ......,
.

.
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By BILL HUME
The Union branch of the American Bank of Commerce is
again cashing personal checks
fo1· UNM students holding currently valid UNM identification
cards, George Zanis, branch
manager said Tuesday.
Zarris said that the ABC

Fellowships Offered
To Indian Students
An Indian student whose scho·
lastic attainments are high will
receive a $2,000 grant for work
toward a master's degree foa· the
academic year of 1966-67 at
UNM.
The Association on American
Indian Affairs has established a
fellowship fot· Indian graduate
students. The program is known
as "Sequoyah Graduate Fellowships." ThCl announcement was
tnade by William Byler, executive
ditector of the Association, in
New York City.
The Association, in nlaking the
awm·d, placed no restrictions on
fields of study ot• sex of t·ecipient.
The only stipulation is that the
t·ecipient must be a gradtmte stu·
dent and an American Indian.

•

Gripes 1-1 eard 1n Bookstore
"If you hurry, you ean get rid
of $40 worth of last semester's

tooks for $12.''
"Jf they charged any more for
this toothpaste I'd be forced to
let my teeth rot."
These statements more than
adequately express the students'

LOBO
Footba II Contest:
WIN
TICKETS TO DON PANCHO'S
·.
New Mexico
Kansas State
Arizona
Kansas
Wyoming
Arizona State
San Jose St.
BYU
Oregon
Utah
Total points New Mexico vs. Kansas State--~
Cont..t rules
1. Cont.,.t is open to UNM otudcnlt! only.
2. Only ONE elllrY wlll he 11ccepi..t tnun ..,..,h contostant •nd Ev<lT nme
mu•t he pick«!.
3. Contestnnts musl pick total points .m UNM marne and in rase of a tic
the contestant coming closest \rill be declared the Winner.
4. Entries mtlllt he rccoived at the Lobo office by 6 p.m. Fridas5. No hlcmher of Student l'ublicntions is eligible lor prize<.
G. Winner will rcedvc four pnssl'S for tltc football _..,n to Dou J>ancho'~
Thent<>r.
7. Entries will be judged by tlte Lobo •l~<~rts stal£1£,
8. In cnsc of tics the pri1.co; will he divided among the winners.

NAME
ADD REiSS

PHONE

:-

Currell t,~,:~f) Card

SHOWN AT THE traditional reception held for foreign students and their friends are, left to right,
Badru Kiggundu, Uganda; Linda Tuoni, .Albuquerque, who has returned this fall from an extended
visit in Sweden; Sldo Omar, S11malia; Frllllus Kyra, Frllllte, aad Alfredo Gomez, Parguay. Several
hundred foreign students, host families and friends gathered Sunday night in the ballroom for the
event hosted by the International Club, John Babs,. Greeee, president, and the International Services,
a UNM oltiee, headed by Gerald Slavin.

By CAROLE OLGUIN
Standing in the cashier's line
in the Associated Students Bookstore, one can, without even
straining an ear muscle, overhear
the following remarks:
"I only have my pockets cleaned
once a year-and this is it.''

\',

Bank (~b02 .~~quire

Dennison Leaves
This Weekend for
Wyoming Meeting
The possibility of getting insured bookings and top talent
for college entertainment is one
topic slated for discussion by
leaders attending a Western Collegiate Association conference to
be held in Laramie, Wyoming this
weekend.
Dan Dennison, ASUNM president, Jim McAdams, Vice-pres·
ident, and Jim Flagstead, Cultural Committee chairman, will
represent UNM at the Confer•
encc. Dennison said that the meeting .in Wyoming grew ft·om a conference held in Salt Lake City
last spring.
Meetings To Be Set
At this meeting the member
schools decided to meet with booking agencies and entertainment
services with the idea of establishing block booking in the WAC.
Block booking would be advan·
tageous because it would guarantee engagements to entertainment
and help in contract negotiations.
Entertainment committees have
had problems in the past because
entertainers would cancel contracts and state the fact that no
other bookings were made in the
area as their t·eason. Block book~
ing would help this problem as
well as ent!OUrage better enter•
tainers to accept engagements at
WAC schools.
High Hopes
"l have every hope that something can be worked out either
through the WAC or with individual schools," Dennison. said.
"The Program Committee has
some 1·eserve money so we can go
up and bargain," stated Dennison.
''We will probably not save money
on the cost of transportation and
fees, but it will t•eally help us
to guarantee bookings," he concluded.

.

feelings toward what they consider to be over-priced met·chandise in the Union bookstore.
A popular misconception is that
the bookstore is a non·tn·ofit organization. It is in business for
profit, says Union Director William Bierbaum.
The Union bookstore determines
the percentage of mark-up according to manufacturers' suggested
t·etail priees. The pl'ices of convenience goods such as toothpaste,
I'azor blades, shampoo, etc., are
set by the supplier. They are not
marked up by the bookstore, said
Bierbaum.
Bierbaum said that as a Union
enterprise, the bookstore profits
go into the Union funds to pay
for the building expenses-mainly
maintenance and utilities. The
Union must flll'nish its own maintenance which includes ct·ews
working four shifts, 117 hours,
seven days a week, said Bierbaum.
Since the University does not
pay fot• the expenses entailed in
maintainingg the Union projects
and programs, such business as
the bookstore, the cafeteria, and
the games at'ea support themselves as well as other enterprises
\vithin the Union.
The t"e-sale of discounted and
out-dated books, said Bierbaum,
is handled by a wholesale booklttan who co111es in at the end of
each semester and who works independently of the Union bookstore.
All other books are bought from
the students by the bookstol'e at
50 }Jer cent of the current new
tetail cost and are re•sold as
"used" books at 75 pet' cent of
the current new retail cost.

branch follows essentially the
same check cashing policy as was
followed by the Union office.
Students personal checks will be
cashed, to a maximum of $10.
Checks to a maximum of $100
written tQ students by their pat·ents will also be cashed. There
is no charge for check cashing.
Tuition Loans Explained
Checks a1·e not cashed for students between semesters only, a
practice the Union office also
followed. A $2 fee is charged fot·
returned checks.
Zarris also explained the tuition loan pt·ogram. he said that
last year, UNJ.\1: accepted approxi~
mately 900 deferred tuition notes.
This year UNM is still technically the loan maker. ABC
makes out the notes for UNM,
and then buys them from the university. They t•eccive the $10
service charge for this service.
The set•vicc charge is the only
interest charged.
ABC Bears Risk
ABC then bea1.·s all the risk on
note collection.
Zal·ris said that the bank has
been very liberal in approving applications for the notes. They
have accepted about 95'/r of the
applications, he said. They have
written about 160 notes so :fal·
this semester.
The $10 service charge is about
average for this type of small•
loan, Zarris added.
The main office of ABC is now
the only city · bank accepting
USAF student loan applications,
Zarris revealed. All others have
discontinued the service, he said.
Board to Meet
Students having complaints
about thll operations or service
of the ABC Union branch a1·e
reminded that there is a Student
Adviso1·y Board which will meet
at least once a month to hear
students' complaints or suggestions.

PEACE CORPS VOLUNTEER:
Bill Waid, 1966 UNM graduate
front Belen, arrived last week
in Lima, Peru for a Peace Curpe,.,
assignment. He received his
Peace Corps training at the
University of' Missouri. While
at UNM, he was a member of
the Lobo staff.

Residents Council
All interested city students are
invited to attend a picnic sponsored by City Residents Council.
Free hot dogs and potato chips
will be served, Anyone interesttd
should meet at 8 p.m. on Satur·
day SE!pt. 25, in the parking lot
between Johnson Gym and the
Union, and then the gt•oup will
proceed to the Juan Tabo picnic
area.

~'HALTER

IS PRESIDENT

There arll still 33 positions open
on student government committees and Asociated Students
President Dan Dennison has asked
all students interested in serving
to fill out appileations for student
committees.
Dennison, who is trying to inelude more and more students in
st ud ent goV ern men t , encourag~o
students both old and new to
participate in running their programs and activities.
Pep Council Needs Help
Pep council, which handles the
cheering at games and works
with the cheerleaders and Chapa,rrals in building school spirit,
needs 7 members and one chairman.
The Spirit and Tradition Committee needs 5 members and a
chairman.
The Free University Committee needs 4 students and a chairman. This committee will organize

Larry Hatler
Larry Eugene Halter, Central,
is the newly-elected president of
UNM chapter of the American
Institute of Chemical Engineers.
Other new officers of the chapter
are: Roy Blankley, Anthony, vicepresident; John Key, secretary;
and Harold Hunt, treasurer.
The UNM chapter, started in
1946, includes about 130 members
this year.

P.O. BOX 1059 •

if~-~~

SAUGUS, MASS. 01906

•

Thet•e is on the campus a fair
amount oj' sing·ing, but Dr. Douglas R. McEwen of the music d
P_artment, f~els' that the inform:=
bon regardmg the joining of
of these sing·ing groups seem:~Y
0
be laeldng
I suppo;e that an explanation
of t~e enjoyment involved in belongmg to a choral group sh ld
·
·
ou

Gym Staff Releases
Recreation Schedule
Johnson gym's student-faculty
recreation program schedule has
been released by the university.
The program is open to stu dents,
:faculty, employees, and dependents of UNM.
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday nights, the gym is open from
6;30 to 8:30 p.m. On Saturday it
is 1 to 5 p.m., and on Sunday
from 2 to 5 p.m. The pool will be
reserved for faculty only on Monday through Friday from 12:30
to 1:30.
When the program conflicts
with varsity sports, the program
wil be postponed. The regular
gym clothes will be required, and
swimming caps are required by
all who swim in the pool.

Vigilantes Meet
Vigilantes will have their first
meeting of the year Thursday
night, Sept. 22 at 8 p.m. in the
Union. Members are asked to look
at the Union calendar for the
room number. Plans for the year
and activities night will be discussed.
Quip circulating in Alabama
when Mrs. George Wallace was
running :for governor: "Bedfellows make strange politics.''

.Are you stumped trying to
thmk of an appropriate gift fo1·
the pe~·son who has everything?
Try th1s-a "Can by Jan."
The can is a six: gallon to a 30
gallon colorfully and vividly decot·ated garbage can. Jan is Janice
Toppino-an imaginative and
et·eative UNM student in the
College of Education.
She was inspired along this

Student Reports
On Vocation Trip

•

(Continued from page 1)

AREA CODE 617/233-9250

DIGEST
OPINION

Beginning October 14 NATIONAL COLLEGIATE WEEKLY, the only national
college newspaper, will publish 30 issues during the school year. A digest newspaper, NATIONAL COLLEGIATE WEEKLY is composed of articles reprinted
from campus newspapers such as your own.
'
Because there are over six million
college students in America, it is impossible
to distribute a free, sample copy. What we can do is give you an idea of the
reception to a rough, sample copy that was distributed as part of a SUrvey conducted
for us in the Boston area by the Infor~tlon Gathering Service. The Survey indicated
that the majority of participants would subscribe to the Paper, and summarized that
the participants who were stratified by background, educational inatltutlon and class
In college, liked the "overall diversity and variety" and 11the objective, unbiased
treatment'' of contents in the Paper. Special feature• of NATIONAL COLLEGIATE
WEEKLY include:

Calendara of Scheduled College Events AcroM the Countl)"
·
~
~

---

Single lame• of NATIONAL COLLEGIATE WEEKLY will NOT be aold. The
8-issue introductory trial subscription f~r $1 is designed for those students who
have not planned to be enrolled for the entire school year. The 30-lswe schoolyear subscription for $3 is designed for thrifty readers who when put to the test
by SWISHES (Sponge Whose Introductory SUbscription Has Expired SUddenly) Jlill
GRIP (Goodnaturedly Rent Issue of Paper).

Joo-"

L;

._,

._
p

We are confident that you will find, as others have, NATIONAL COLLEGIATE
WEEKLY to be both informative and interesting. You'll be aware of happenings
in the college community, and observe the activities of counterparts across the
country. Give us a chance. Invest in yourself. SUbscribe NOW to NATIONAl..
COLLEGIATE WEEKLY. It's well worth itf

........
.

Sincerely,
The staff
)1

If.-_-_· ·.-~

N PUBLIISHEDII BY AMERICAN COLLEGIATE, INC.
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McEwen IS JUstly
ptoud of the level of quality
demonstrated by the three choral
organizati~ns. at UNM, but now
at, t~e b~gm!l 1 ~g of ~ new school
year he .1s dlstmc~ly mterested in
new VOices makmg themselves

'

..

heard.
Students Encouraged
"We wish to encourage all students, regardless of their major
field, and whether they are undergraduate ot• graduate, to come by
the Music Department and talk
to one of the professors concerned with the choruses," Dr.
McEwen said. "The main point
which is often confused by stu~
dents, l'eally is thaL the singing
joined by any student in the
entire university, not simply
music students," he continued.
There are three singing· groups
on Campus: The University
Chorus is the largest: it often
runs to a membet·ship of 150 students. Its usual role is in conjunction with the Univet•sity
Symphony, and consequently the
chorus will be heard this year in
the new concert hall. The 'size of
the group leads to the fact that
auditions for inclusion concern
only placement in the group, in
terms of where the student's
voice will be "most comfortable."
"We always need people for the
tTniversity Chorus," said Dr.
McEwen,
·
The A Cappella Choir is smaller in size and of course performs .
without orchestral accompaniment. This group is a bit more
selective, and performs a great
· variety of choral literature, from
the sixteenth century right up to
the present compositions. The
choir will tour some of the state
at some time this year, although
the details of that trip are not
complete yet.
The Chamber Singers, including
15 to 20 members, is a smaller,
more selective choir which will
specialize in more intimate presentations, or, simply, chamber
choral music. "This chorus is
really one of the leading and

li!"le when s~e became thoroughly
disgusted Wtth her unsightly garbage can showing through her
always-open gate.
·
Is Encouraged
"I decided that if it had to be
seen, I could at least make it more
pleasing to the viewers '' she said
"S0 I pamted
'
.
flowers 'on it."
Her first mention of her deed
was to her art education instruc.
tor Jim Srubeek, who laughingly
encouraged her to follow it up.
She then enlisted the aid of a
f1·iend, Duffy Foley - a UNM
senior majoring in Latin American Studies-who went in partnership with her during the summer.
ApJlears on Television
Jans first project was ·prepating a show for the Old Town A1·ts
and Crafts Fair. She displayed
her cans on the corner in front
of the Sand and Sun dress shop
and received outstanding recognition for her novel works.
"I was really sm·prised how
much attention they l'eceived "
she said.
'
News of the decorated cans
spread fast and she soon found
herself on the nationally televi~~d program "What's My Line."
The people on the network
and on the show itself we1·e wonThe highly successful UNM
derful to me," she said. "I found Orchestra is in the market for
it very exciting though I was several string players to help
llCl'VOUS at first."
them launch the 1966-67 program
series.
Establ.ishes ShoJIS
Interested string players are
On hm· way back to Albuquerque from New Yorl< City she asked to sign up for Music 233
stopped in Chicago and New Or- for the credit hour offered for
pal'ticipation. The seventy musilem~~ where she set up "Cans by
eians who make Up the orchestra
,Jan shops.
"I don't consider thcom works of meet on Tuesdays and Thursdays
art," she said. "They're just fun.'' from 3:30 to 5:30 in the Fine
A can with a roadrunner and Arts Center for l'ehersals.
Students interested will play
Yucca plants decorating it is curwith
solists George Robert,
rently on exhibit in the Hobbv
Itzhak
Perlman, and the Alma
Building on the New Mexico State
Trio.
Fairgrounds.
Can Be Useful
The yellow rose of Texas
adorned the can Jan sent to Lucy
Baines Johnson Nugent as a wed<ling gift.
The cans have a variety of uses
which include clothes hampers,
Bruce D. Hood, a 1959 UNM
toy boxes and flower pots.
graduate, has been appointed head
Since she started, she has pt•o- of the drama department of the
duced about 70 cans ranging in Stanislaus State College, in Cali}>rice from $12.0 to $7.
fornia. He will begin his new
As a very busy person, with duties this fall.
school and can ;painting, she is
Hood, who will be an assistant
worriedly saying, "I hope I don t pmfessor of drama, has been a
become a garbage can dropout.'' speech and dmma instructor at
Modesto Junior College since 1963 .
He holds a master's degree from
Philosophy Openings Sun
Francisco State College.
Openin,gs still exist in PhilosWhile in New Mexico, he was
ophy 153, Problems in Religion 11 staff radio announcet· in Rosunci Ethics. The elass is taught bv well and Albuquerque. He also di·
Dr. Schmidt and will meet in Edu- rccted community theatre produceation 105 on Monday, Wednes- tions in Roswell and worked at
day, ami Friduy, 9:30 to 10:20 the Los Angeles Civic Theatl'c as
a.nt.
both actor and scene designer.
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ese actiVIties on campus offers

~~ed.~em~s~er
hour of ~cho.lastic
1

minded than the National univer:
sities. He reasons that.tllis is because the student who goes to
such a .school does so because he
can't go anywhet·e else.
. They are made up almost entirely of male students and therefore social activity is' at a minimum and since cout·ses are
usually rougher at state universities_, political activity is curtailed.
. Most st~den.ts lutve pa1·t time
JObs to. nmmtmn themselves, tnus
occUJ)ymg whatever spare time
they have left over from studies.
What politieal activity there is
01~ state eampuses is mostly of a
nu.ddlc of the road type, Calvillo
s:ucl.
'l'he Social Chl'istian movement was tagged by him as being
lhe strongest politieal 11luvement
involving approximately 50 pet:
('<mt of the students. He felt that
tlJe right wing constituted only
ahout 2 per eent, while the left
(Communist( was estimated. us
being l't>presentative of about 011e
per ecnt.
('ulvillo said that the t·eason
the Social Christian movement
was so far out in front of the
othet· movements was because it
had successfully wedded socialism and Cht•istianity, whereas the
communists were not only antit•apitltlist, but also anti-Christian.
Referring to what he felt to be
the incffectivenes of the leftist
student in the state university
Calvillo pointe<l to the strike by
students at the National University of Mexico, which began
last April.
He said thnt the initial strike
was begun by the law students
who demanded the resignation of
their C"Ollcge dean. When he refused, the students went on strike
and asked students from the
Univm•sity's other colleges to do
the same. They obliged. When the
dean still refused to resign, Cal·
villo said, the students dl•mnncled
thl' rN:ignation of the rector of
thl! U11iversity ( equivnlent to our
univt>rsity tlrcsident).
For J>rying into any human
Not tmtil his life wns thrcnt- affairs, nonp ar<' equal to thos<'
l'll<'d did tlw L'ector resign, he whom it does not ('Oncl'l'l1--Hugo~
HH.i< 1.
IJin,.;tJ'IItive of the stall' t111inn·:-;ity':< la('k of int<•r<'sl in polili<•s
was a dit<•t·tin• thai Wcllt otJt
!'mtu tltt• ;\Jaliorlal univPt'sfty\J
:-:LI'ildng :;tu1h•n!s aHking- that
"tril"''' ],,, t•allPll nt all tlw uuiV!'l':.it iP~, Calvill•• mlid, pnintin1~·
onl that it nwt with :t ltJU P<'l'

September 21, 196~~MP~s·

Caner OppoftludtJ Co.~tface·
J:zplorllt1oa ol Orecl!!a*•· Sb11iJ ..:
Natloul Cl. .ldfled Acbel'tlmc
Reader Paltlclpatton ta JIOU.

~~ ~his case be amplified by a

~~mmde~·. !~at Participation in

Girl Gains l=ame
l=or Painted Cans

1

Life isn't all beer and skittles;
but bee1• and skittles, or some•
thing better of the same sort,
must form a good part of every
Englishman's education-Hughes.
·~

as recruiting and supervising the
tutors.
The Committee for Action on
Higher Education which will
take active political action during the upcoming bond election,
needs 4 members and a chairman. This committee will conduct
an information program on the
higher education bond issue this
fall.

The Student Body
The University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Stroke, cancer, heart failure,
kidney diseases-these and other
killing and crippling diseases are
included in the spectrum of research now under way in the department of medicine of UNM's
School of Medicine.
Funds :from outside sourcesmostly the federal governmenttotal $163,656 for research projects in which department :faculty
-""" members are engaged. The department is the largest, in terms of
personnel, in the School of Medicine. Its members teach in basic
and clinical sciences and in the
post-graduate years of internship
and residency.
No Prescribed Pattern
There is no prescribed pattern
of research for the departmental
faculty.
Dr. Solomon Papper, professor
and department chairman, explains it like this: "It's Jeft up to
the individual investigator-hitJ
interests determine the course of
the research. It is the philosophy
of the department to encourage
individual research as weU as
group research, and we have some
individuals engaged in both."
Many Papei'S Published
Members of the department during the past year published 14
completed papers in scientific
publications and 10 abstracts of
work in progress. Several faculty
members spoke at professional
and scientific meetings across the
nation.
In addition to research grants
for work being done by :faculty
members, the department last
year received $98,671 from the
National Institutes of Health :for
research and clinical training programs on the post-doctoral level.
Salaries Main Use
Research support :funds go
mainly into salaries :for technical
mi<' clerical personnel needed in
th(• Nork. The remainder is used
fo1 ,quipment, resource materials
., an< for necessary travel.
F''-JUrteen technicans are presentl;r working full-time in the depanment in connection with
fun,ied research projects. Eight
secn1taries are pai din part or
full;· by the grants.
"Quality research is an essen·
tial component of the department," Dr. Papper said. "But it
is only one facet of the department's function and subserves
our primary educational goaleducating good physicians.''

.•

and run the Free University on
campus. The Free University
offers extraeirricular classes at
no charge but for no credit.
These classes are usually on contemporary supjects such as current events and current problems
of our society,
Raises Money
The Campus Chest, which is
UNM's contribution to the United
Fund, needs as many workers as
are interested. This committee
plans events :for raising money.
The Speakers Committee, which
contacts and books campus speakers for presentation to students
needs five members and a chairman. This committee will be responsible for bringing interesting
big-name speakers to UNM.
The tutoring Service Committee needs 6 members and a chairman. This committee will handle
the job of directing the tutoring
service for UNM students as well
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Research Grows
At UMed School
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P~~~~:_ipation In UNM Choruses Is Urged·
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most effective groups of this type
in the Southwest," said Dr. McEwen. The Chamber singers also
will tour during the school year.
Uehearsal Time
"It certainly is not too late to
possibly make some course schedule changes and join one of our
choruses," said Dr. McEwen.
The rehearsal times are as follows: The University Chorus at

2:30 on Tuesdays, and some
Thursdays. The A Cappella Choir
which along with the Chambe~
Singers performs in the recital
hall of the Fine Arts Center,
rehearses from 12:30 to 1:20 on
days. The Chamber Singers rehearse on Tuesdays and Thursdays at 12:30.
·
Stop on by, says Dr. McEwen
-no experience necessary.

Rent Fully Equipped Cars
FREE Pick-U and Delivery

Orchestra Looking
For String Players

UGraduate to Head
Drama Department

. l\fen marry because th~:w are
tm:>d, ·wotnen be('ause they arc
eurious. Both :~-~li!r~ppointed.

COOPERS features a complete selection of
these famous LEVI STA-PREST slacks· in sever a I
styles, in all the new fall shades. Stop in, look
em over.
I

SHE LIKES TO GO

Open Mon-Wed-Fri until 9 p.m.

FORMAL!
SIMON'S RENTS TUXEDOS
COAT a n d TROUSERS $6.50
COMPlETE OUTFIT $10.00

fr

A,

\ ..~,.;~~hn.~C''r&l~'~
FIRST AND GOLD

DIAL 247-4347

WINROCK CENTER
~-------------~----·--------------~~
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By Pete Kendall

troversy over its disciplinary Council, but the Council upheld
sye;tem and has created a possible the probation levied by the UDC.
issue in the November state elec- The case was taken before the
tions.
Regents and there the political
Following the publication of implications of the controversy
last spring's issue of NISUS, · were rai!led.
charges of "obscenity" and "cenThe Regents, elected by popular
sorship" prompted disciplinary . vote in the state, control all Uni.
action against editor Brian Hay- · versity policy except fiances,
den as well as the resignation of split 3-3 on a motion to sustain
a University Publications Board Hayden's probation, The Univer·
I
member. ·
·
sity President Joseph Smiley was
.
F.aces
t•o!Hiible
<;ensure
.
then called upon to break the tie.
, INDoLENCE AND ARROGANCE
Hayden
was
brought
before
the
He
upheld the earlier UDC action.
'
.
Publications Board to face pos-'
Vote for Reversal
~ep~s~ntative Adam Clayton Powell has, predictably,
sible censure for authorizing the
Three
Democratic
Regents
ra1sed the cry ·of "racism~· and "bigotry" against the propublication of NISUS, but the voted to reverse the action against
Board declined ·to . take. such Hayden, and two Republicans and
posal to transfer most of his power as chairman of the
action.
·
one Democrat upheld the probaDear Sir:
House Labor and Education Committee to the six subcomThe
Board's
action
was
subtion.
He came up to my booth where
The Democrat who voted for
mittee cbainnen. But disinterested observers will welcome I was drinking coffee in solitude sequently overruled by the Univenity · Disjplinary Committee probation, former state party
and
asked
where
I
had
pbtained
Representative Sam Gibbons' courage and initative urging the coat lapel ribon I was wear- which considers cases arising chairman Fred Betz, made his
this necessary refonn.
·
ing. I told him that I bad received from individual students' infrac- decision to avoid involving his
it with my Army Good Conduct· · tions of rules. The Publications party in a free speech c:ontroMr. Powell's
flagrant absenteeism bas, in fact, not ham- Medal. It 1J1lS an embarrassing Board has jurisdiction over ques- versy during an election year, ac.
moment for me for as anyone who tionable actions by undergraduate cording to the Colorado Daily
pered the work of the committee so much as might be ex- has
served in the armed forces publications. Its actions are gen- editor.
At the same time, the Regents
pected since he often delegates much of his authority to knows, a Good Conduct Medal is erally not subject to review by
the
UDC.
directed
the University administhese same subcommittee chairmen. But his arbitrary and a very minor award and its very
The
UDC,
however,
placed
Haytration
to
reevaluate its disciplinname makes it sound as if. you
enatic inteventions in the work of the committee are dis- were a real ..goody-goody" while den on social probation,, a deci- · ary procedures because of ambig· which prevents him from uous committe jurisdictions over
ruptive for his colleagues; and the spectacle he has long in uniform. I was both surprised sion
and relieved when be didn't smile participating in extra-curricular student violations of school rules,
presented of indolence streaked with arrogance has long about my "medal., lapel ribbon; activities for one year,
Meanwhile, Hayden has left for
Led
to
ResiKnation
a
year
of study at the University
instead be said that in the Corps
merited a sharp rebuke.
The
Committee's
action
led
to
of
Bordeaux
in France on a
be hadn't receiYed such a device
the resignation of a sociology study-abroad program, His prowith
his
Conduet
Medal,
Bronze
As we have said many times, the seniority system which
Star Medal, etc. and wondered professor from the Publications bation will ha:v.e expired when he
is responsible for elevation to ·committee chairmanship for where be could get them. The Board amidst charges that the returnes ,1{\;Jpe;.)Joulder campus.
The alleg~dly, obscene illustraMr. Powell and others like him needs to be thoroughly re- words Bronze Star were the real UDC had usurped the Board's
power
and
that
freedom
of
press
tion
in the magazine raised few
to this stranger who·
formed. It would be much better if the chairman of each introduetion
had
been
violated
on
the
campus.
hackles
among Colorado underturned out to be a combat Marine
committee were to be selected from among the three senior just back from Viet Nam and Students also raised charges that graduates. Interviews by the
addresses as Pleiku and Da· Hayden was subjected to "double Colorado Daily revealed that
members by a vote of the majority party in caucus. As long sueh
Nang. The Bronze Star is awarded jeopardy/' as he was tried twice only a minority of students were
offended by the magazine and
as the senority SYstem persists, however, the House and its for outstanding gallantry in for the same offense.
Hayden appealed his case to that most students thought
combat.
·committees have the responsibility to temper its results in
My Good Conduct Medal shrank the University's Administrative NISUS uninteresting.
.specific cases. to total insignificance in the face
of this man's achievements. I
..
There are disturbing reports that the Republicans on the asked to join him in his booth
~,,
.,. ' ..
~.
. ? c.
Labor and Education Committee will stand aside on the and while we sat there he explained that he had been in the
ground that this is a family fight among Democrats or may Marines for six years and had
The Ideal Man
just
returned
from
Viet
Nam
even intervene on Mr. Powel1's behalf because of his past
..•• ,....
l
To Run fbe World
for discharge on Monday-he had
favors to them. Fortunately, Representative Ogden Reid of only been out for three days and
..
'
.,
New York bas indicated he will support Mr. Gibbons' move, was seheduled to register as a
By ARTHUR HOPPE
freshman at 2:00 that afternoon.
S.• I'N•eiMo Cluowicle
and other Republicans should join him.
I was surprised that he would
talk at aU of his experiences and
This is no narrow partisan or personal affair. The good I was particularly surprised that
.
that Mr. U Thant has quit, they got to find somebody else to
name and institutional intregrity of the House of Represent- he expressed no bitterness. He ap- runNow
the world," said the Kindly Old Philosopher, whittling away with
peared outwardly unscarred exatives are at stake.
cept that hill bands shook rather his kindly old jack-knife. "And I got the ideal candidate.''
Who's that?
badly and be later explained that
"Me,"
he said modestly. "First olf, I need the job. If the U.N. wants
-New York Times
this .had started several weeks
to
help
the
poor folks of this world, it stands to reason they ought to
back. He bad worked in airfield
control towers which were regu• hire one."
But would he be acceptable to all factions?
larly 11hot at by the enemy be••weJJ,
I ain't a Communist," he said. "But I sure ain't a Capitalist
cause they were such easy tarneither.
Hard
as I've tried."
'
gets all silhouetted against the
THE CONRAD CARTOON
And
what
of
the
big
Afro-Asian
bloc?
sky.
never met an Afro-Asian I didn't like," he said with his kindly
Sitting there I thought that it old"I11mile.
was only chance that had perBut what of his qualifications? Did he have any leadership ability?
mitted me to serve in absolute
"Not a whit," he sad proudly. "I got followership ability. I'm a nasafety in Germany from 1959- tural-born,
bred-n-the-bone follower. That's what makes me an ideal
1961 while he had been in service
candidate.
You
at the mess our leaders have made at running the
during a period when he was in world. It's high look
time,
son, that one of us followers took over."
the ultimate danger. He gave no
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BOULDER, Colo. (CPS)-A
drawing of a naked woman with
a suggestive caption in a University of Colorado undergraduate literary magazine bas
embroiled the sehool in a con-

When a reviewer looks as we
did several days ago and suddenly
t·ealizes that much of the "archive
jnzz" may be withdrawn from
cut·rent catalogs, he begins to
think of the wondet·ful music
which would no longer be available.
This particular trend started
three years ago when the valu- ·
able material as Ellington's first
masters of 1926, early Fletcher
Henderson, early rural· and country blues, a good deal of vintage
King Oliver, an unbelievable
wealth of South Side Chicago
(Mecca Flats Jazz), and, always,
early Louis Armstrong.
Now don't hold your breath.
The Riverside producers (Bill
Grauer and Orrin Keepnews)
were not totally at fault. The
actual villians were, in fact, a
public that was either (1) uninformed about the series' availability, or (2) was not willing to
shell out the retail five bills per
album.
No, Grauer and Keepnews were
not the villians. In pasing, though,
it should be noted that anyone
wishing to run down a Riverside
release might work through
Vintage Jazz Ma,-t, a jazz auction and set price sale magazine
in London, or, possibly, one of the
eastern mail order houses. Either
way, the results would, be well
worth a listener's t'1"4lible.
As for classic j~z aibums still
in the American· catafog; two
discs which come to mind immediately are both Columbia
products (Epic sub-label), one
bein!l' Johnny Dodds and Kid Ory
(LA 16004), and King Olil·er and
His Orchestra (LA 16003).
The latter is the only collection
of the Oliver Creole Jazz Band
stiU,~oJ! .r.!!cord. Thi~ is. the very
best of the band's recordings,
even better than the defunct
Riverside collection. It consists of
"Snake Rag," "Mabel's Dream,"
"Dippermouth Blues" (with the
famous Oliver cornet solo), "High
Society," "Sobbin' Blues," and
"London Blues," just to name a
few of the outstanding selec-
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clue as to how he adjusted to
being primary target for snipers
while working control towers.
How does one thank such a
man as this who by circumstance
has lived in fear :for his life
twenty-four hours each day for
an eternity of months so that I
may contemplate my fears of
academic disaster in the safety of
a booth in the SUB? I do not
know.
Name Withheld
by Request
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."r,E.'X;CUSE ME:--·. I THOUGHT THAT SORT OF THING.
· 'i ,·1
· '·wAs trNCONSTITUTioNAL." , · · ' · · ·,

Dear Editor:
An inaccurate statement in
Monday's I.OBO concerning evaluation for the Course Guide
should be corrected. As faculty
sponsor for SDS I approved the
principle of a course guide and
read the final manuscript before
printing. I did not read any of
the questionaires or "work on
evaluation" as stated in the article. This information and prOcedure should be unavailable to
the faculty and the Course Guide
strictly under student control.
Roger Anderson
A/lsoe. Professor of
Geology

tions.

..

-

He frowned a kindly old frown. "The trouble with leaders," he said,
••is they got this hankering to lead. T.hey yearn to tell folks 'vhat to
do. They burn to run the world. But they don't really give a hang'
about people. If they did they wouldn't want the job.''
How did he mean?
"Well, running the world ain't as easy as it appears to be. You get
up in the morning and the paper says another 1000 folks got killed
in Vietnam. An assistant comes in and says, 'I regret tp inform you
sir, that a couple of million more Indians passed away from malnutri~
tion last night.' And the Ambassador from Syria calls to say he is
about to blow up the Israelis. Or vice versa.
"Now if you think of these folks as people, it'll get you down. 'What
kind of a world is this I'm running?' you'll say. 'What did I do wrong'
And you'll be washing down your aspirins with Pepto-Bismol.
"But a leader, he won't think of them as people. He'll think of them
as so many Vietnamese, Indians, Syrians or Israelis. Just numbers.
And he'll confi~ently tell everybody what to do. Positive he's right.
Even though thmgs get worse and worse.
·
"Yep, what the world suffers from is leadership, And the mun we
need to run things is a kindly, gentle, loving follower like tile who
don't give a fig for power, prestige or ordering folks around.''
But then why would he want a job like that 1
"Now you're down to the nitty-gritty, son," he said, thumping his
kindly old cane on the floor. "I got the one quality absolutely essential
to running the world in a decent, sensibl!l fashion."
What's that?
"I wouldn't take the job/' said the Kindly Old Philosopher "for nll
the tea in China.''
'

*

*

~~
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and either John Lindsey or Jimmy
Bet•trand on drums and/or washboard fo1med some terific combinations.
Take note, particulary, of "Perdido Street Blues" with its lovely
ensemble work, ' 4!\ly Baby" with
Dodds' fantastic improvisations,
and "Oriental . Man" f11atu;ring
Dominique's bta~s band style~
Even George Mitchell is no sloUch.
His playing has very often been
mistaken for that of Louis Armstrong.
And, needless to say, Kid Ory's
tailgate trombone was the backbone of many of th.ese excellent
sessions.·
Both oi the afore-mentioned
classics present some of the
greatest jazz pioneers. It can
only be hoped that the companies,
the record buyers, and the record
promoters will work together to
keep them as well as other collections on the dealer's racks for
many years to come.

Recital Scheduled
By Two Sisters
By BRIAN LEO
Two sisters, Alice and Eleonore
Schoenfeld, who play the violin
and cello respectively, will present a concert in the recital hall
of the Fine Arts Center. The concert is ft·ee, on Saturday, Sept.
24, at 11 :30 a.m.
The Schoenfeld Duo, as they are
billed, are an especially intet·esting pair of musicians. They are
involved in tom·ing and pel'forming with an emphasis on the ex"posure to younger music students
of the techniques of concertizing.
From Europe
They have ah·eady played to
more than 4,500 students in north·
ern New Mexico, especially in
Espanola and Santa Fe. Their
workshop--concerts are a valuable presentation for music: students to witness, and consequently
their appearance at UNM is being recommended thl'Oughout the
city for orchestra students and
faculty.
Alice and Eleonore Schoenfeld
were bo1·n in Yugoslavia, trained
in Berlin, and were featured soloists with major Eul'Opean orchestras before coming to this country in 1952. Here they 1·eceived
immediate acclaim, primarily for
theit· clean, assured technique and
their unfailing musical character.
Direded to Students
The two young artists, o1· artistteachers, as they have been more
recently, will also conduct a clinic
in "performing" in connection
with their morning concet1:.
The concert will present music
by .T. S. Bach, Handel, Mozart,
Paganini, Ravel, Kodaly, Dinicu,
Rimsky-Korsakov, and Hcitor

Q-I am a "cold war'' veteran.
May I obtain a GI loan for the
purpose of purchasing a business?
A-No. Gl loans may be made
under the new GI Bill only for
the purchase of a home or farm.
Q-My father was killed in
military service and I have been
attending school under the educational program administered by
the VA. I will be married this
summer, but intend to return to
school and complete my college
education. Will my marriage
terminate the monthly payments
I have been receiving from VA?
. A.-No. Marriage does not terminate 'your entitlement for this
benefit.

15-day tours of training duty do
not qualify a person for the new
GI Bill. Eligibility requires at
least 181 days active · military
service (as opposed to training),
or if service were less than this
period of time, it must have been
terminated by reason of serviceincur.red disability. The veteran
must have also served on or after
February 1, 1955.
Where laws
begins-Pitt.

tyranny

OLDTOWN

There's no
puizlement
about where
to buy your

SWJNGLINE
associated
students bookstore
.'"=============-!.
·•

Swingline

limMElI

[2] Astorekeeper

..d 17 TOT Staplers.
AU but 3 were sold.

How•anydid
•e ..ye left? """'""Which in Elephantonial terms means
ABC HAS COME TO UNM! Yes, now
you have your own bank, on campus,
providing you with the most conveni·
ent way to fake care of your high
financing. Look info Thrifticheck • . .
no monthly service charge! Just pay
for your checks as you need them.
Check cashing a problem? Never·
more! When you open your account,
you are assured of instant service,
and you can't get much quicker than
that! Come in soon and open your oc·
count, with all the features we have
going for us • , • it just makes good
sense.

Villa~Lobos.

The ;Albuquerque Youth Symphony ts presenting the Schoenfeld Duo. Its director, Dale Kempter, says he welcomes this op·
portunity "to bring inspiration to
the young musicians of the symphony, and to other music students as well."

end,

Maken of Hand McJdt.
Indian Jewelry

Q-What procedure is necessary for correction of an other
than honorable discharge?
A-Upon request the military
services will provide Form DD293, Application for Review of
Discharge for other than Honorable cases, and DD Form 149,
Correction of Military or Naval
Record for veterans with dishonorable discharges. Although
VA has no jurisdiction in these
cases, forms are available at VA
offices.
Q-I am a member of the National Guard and have served
three years in this capacity, including a 15-day active duty
period each year. Does this service qualify me for educatipnal
assistance under the new GI Bill ?
A-National Guard drills and

This is the

S~ingline

Tot Stapler

He who .is of a calm and hapJlY
nature will hnrdly feel the pre~
sure of age, but to hint who is of
an opposite disposition youth and
age are equally a burdenPlato.
(including 1000 staples)
Larger size CUB Desk
Stapler only $1.49
No bigger than a pa<k or gum-but packl
the punch or a big deal! Refills available
everywhere, Unconditionat1y guaranteed..
Made in U.S.A. Get it at any statione!'Y•
•
Variety, book Store!
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think!ng the matter. over, 1 concluded sadlY. tqqt he wafl ;right . , , , , ,
. and assured hm1 that as long us•he felt that way he co'uld count op m_y' 1 1 ~ ,
wholehearted support.
·
'
'

_., .,.

Oliver's group, ~c*! holds
a warm spot in
_ sicians
heart, had Oliver on cornet, Louis
Armstrong on second cornet,
Johnny Dodds, clarinet; Honore
Dutrey, trombone; Lil Hardin
Armstrong, piano; Bill Johnson,
bass; and Baby Dodds, drums.
Louis Armstrong explained
their success this way:.
"While the band was just
swinging, the King would lean
over to me, moving the valves on
his trumpet, make notes, the notes
that he was going to make when
the break in the tune came. I'd
listen, and at the same time, I'd
be figuring out my second to his
lead.
"When the break would come,"
he continued, "l'd have my part
to blend right along with his. The
crowd would go mad.''
The companion volume to the
Oliver LP, the Dodds-Ory record,
is no less a classic. It represents,
however, a later 1920's jazli style,
Mecca Flats (circa 1926) as oppossed to the ensemble New Ot·leans style of early Oliver.
Johnny Dodds himself was a
true ct•aftsman of the South Side
Chicago style and this record
shows why.
He, George Mitchell or Natty
Dominique on trutnpets, Ory ort
trombone, Stump Evans, alto sax;
Lil Armstrong, or Jimmy Blythe,
piano; Johnny St. Cyr, banjo;
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Wednesday, September·21, 1966.:

LIKE AMOEBA
....

STUAIGHTENING INSIGNATION Richard K. Strome Jr.'s uniform is. Donald J. Roberton, Pranklin I,a. Looking on is Gary H. Wilson, San Antonio, Texas. Three Air Force ROTC cadets, they are
th; three new reciJJients of the AFUOTC finance assistance grant of tuition and fees. Given on a nation-wide recognition Jlrogram, the honor went last year to three other cadets who continue to hold
the grant through the 11rescnt year.

More

Money For NDEA

WASHINGTON (CPS)-A new
plan recently presented to the
education subcommittee of the
Senate may provide an additional
$30 miJlion for NDEA loans to the
nation's colleges in the current
fiscal year.
Commissioner of Education
Hm·old Howe II, in presenting the
plan, said the extra money was
needed because approved requests
from co!Iep;es and universities for
loan funds now total $213.5 million, while the amount previou~ly
authorized by the C'ongre1;s is only
$190 million.
He also said use of the state
allotment formula for deciding
how much loan money goes where
would mean that only "53 or ii-1
per cent of the requests" could be
honored in some states.
Loans To Be Sold
Cnder Howe's plan, colleges
which so desired could obtain
their loan funds in the form of a
loan from the Commission of Edu·eation instead of a federal capital
contribution.
Institutions that asked for such
loans would be relieved of their
present obligation to provide oneninth nmtching funds, although
they would still be liable for 10
per cent of any collection losses.
Notes executed by institutions
for the loans would be sold
through the Federal National
Mortgage Association to private
investors in a sales participation
pool. Proceeds from the sales
would be used to make more funds
available to colleges for student
loans.
OJJposition 'l'o Plan
Howe emphasized that the process "does not involve banks or
financial institutions in any way
in the student financial aid affairs."
On Jan. 25, P1·csident Johnson
had revealed a plan to shift the
financing of NDEA loans hom
the federal government to a
privately financed plan guaranteecl by the federal government.
'J'he President suggested tha L
the new program would haVt·
hanks maldng loans to students,
with l'cpaymcnt of the Ilrindpal
guaranteed by the $1:0\'t•rnnwnt.
Interest on the loan, while th<•
Htuclent was in school, would al~o
have~ bc•cn paid hy the government. In addition, the goverlliJH'Jit
would pay up to tlll'<'l' per c•ent
intt•rest on thP loan aftt•r the stu<l('nt graduated.
A;fter Johnson hwlut!t'd tid,;
~ug-gcstion in lriH ]Jllclg<>t uH•;;;;af(<',
ofJfl<mition roll('(] in from college
and university administrator:; ami
edueation assoc>iationK, as W<•ll as

f1·om the private sources that
would be expected to supply the
money.
Student Terms Remain
The $2.95 billion higher education bill was passed by the House
in May. The bill, which now
stands without the provisions to
switch to private financing of
NDEA loans and includes a request for funds to sustain the old
set-ttiJ, is now awaiting Senate
approval. It appears likely that
the Scmate will go along with
this po1·tion of the bill.
Howe said that the new arrangement "would not alter in
the slightest way the terms affecting student borrowing." Loan forgiveness, interest rates, and the
like would remain as they are at
the present, the commis~ioner
said.
Institutions will be affected
positively, he said, since they will
he able to free their matching
funds for NDEA purposes and
direct them at their discretion to
the host of financial needs affecting every institution of higher
learning.
Colleges AJJJJroYe
Robert Kerley, vice president
for business affairs and treasurer
of the University of Kentucky,
testified on behalf of the Association of American Colleges, the Association for Higher Education,
the Association of State Colleges
and Universities, and the National
Association of State Universities
and Land-Grant Colleges.
Kerley said the proposal wm;
one "of great merit" and that is
seemed to be an answer to "the
growing problem of competing
demand for loan funds." He said
that the organizations he represented could "see advantages and
no disadvantages" in the proposal.
Kerley also supported provisions in the p~nding higher education hill that authorize $453 million in the curr~nt fiscal year for
grants for undergt·aduatc academiC' :facilities, $60 million for
graduate facilities, $200 million
. -c..e.-

for both graduate and undergraduate facilities, and $30 million in aid to developing institutions.
Need More Assistance
While supporting the Jlroposed
amounts of the grants, Kerley
said they will not meet the needs
for construction in the next
yea1·.
"Looking ahead," he said, "we
can sec no alternative to asking
you in future years to give us
greater assistance in the building
of needed academic facilities."
Kerley said he referred "not only
to much larger appropriations,
but a sharp increase in the federal
share so that all institutions may
participate in carrying the load
of increased student enrollments."

Language Is Subject
Of Education Course

By BRIAN LEO
A total of $40,106.00, from
federal, state, and Ilrivate sources
earmarked for support of several
cultural efforts in New Mexico
during the coming yeat·.
John W. McHugh, Chairman of
the New Mexico Arts Commission,
announced the total, which is in
most cases divided equally between the federal and state governments; and also the list of
fourteen projects to be aided.
OJJeras Subsidized
The Santa Fe Opet'll is receiving a total of $9,000 to assist in

The new group has .already set
plans for organizing a second ';a·
tiona! student judiciary conference next summet• and hopes to
set up regional conferences
throughout the year.
Delegates at the founding session discussed problems of judiciary power and jurisdiction and
sought answers to the perennial
questions of who disciplines, who
makes rules, and who appears before student courts.

2

Louis Vrattos
Jewelers
Expert on Swiss and
American Watches

-

Freshman men who do well in
school and have served actively
in campus organizations and activities can hope to be chosen for
Vigilantes, sophomore men's honorm·y.
Activities for this year's Vigilantes began during orientation
week. l\1emhers helped with the
testing and orientation of freshmen. They also assisted at registt·ation.
This week the Vigilantes will

. WATCHES-- GIFTS
·DIAMONDS

New College YD's
Show OWn Spirit

LOCATIONS
~

2408 Central SE

Phon~

243-4267

Basement of Student Union
Northwest Corner - Phone 277-4815

,

________________ -------,
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LUNCH TIME at

.,.••

.TACK'S LOUNGE

&

p1Z~8rama

NEW MENU! NEW EXCITIN§~)~ANDWICHES!
NEW HOURS FROM 11:00 AM

A course in bilingual education, which was scheduled after
the 1966-67 UNM Bulletin was
published, has been added to educ;ltion courses for the fall.
The class will examine the educational problems confronting
those countries and regions where
multiple languages are spoken.
Special attention will be given
to the accommodation of children
of Indian and Spanish parentage
in the Southwest and in the public, Federal and mission schools
of the region.
Dr. Leroy Condie is the instructor of the class, which is intended
for practicing teachers of bilingual children.
Although Education 481 is a
prerequisite, Dr. Condie said that
exceptions may be made in some
instances.
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Approved Men's & Women's

LAB COATS
Your name embroidered FREE
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Next time you wash your mouth
out-leave it out.

IN STOCK

A man is us old as he looks,
and if all he dol·~ is look, then
he is old.

Schroeder-Wilson Phormocy

Complete Size Range
Immediate Delivery

WASHINGTON (CPS)-After
S}lending its first five years giving full support to Democratic
administrations and serving as a
Jlublicity agent for the Democratic National Committee, College Young Democrats (CYD)
are starting to think for themselves.
CYD leaders challenged "inequities" in the Selective Service
and initiated community action
projects at the National Executive Committee meeting in Nashville, Tenn., September 2-4.
Advocates Lottery
The Committee advocates a
national selection policy by lottery. High school and college students would be eligible for the
draft up to only one year after
~,rraduation. This system of limited
eligibility would be dropped in
case of Congressionally-declared
war.
Working for more "democratic"
system, the Committee urged that
single women be inducted for
secretarial service.
The Executive Committee opposed most deferments except ior
postponement of service for college undergraduates.
They suggested alternative
services, including Peace Corps
and Vista, for men and women
unable or unwilling to serve in
the military. Called the National
Service, it would sponsor projects for physical and. social renewal-cleaning neighborhoods,
volunteer work in hospitals, charities, and tutorials.
Combats Apathy
To combat off-year apathy
among College Young Democrats,
the CYD National Committee is
trying to establish continuing
programs. It has outlined community action projects with emphasis on voter educutiou. These
· projects will be conccn tra ted in
Jlool' voting areas, und among
immigrants.
'!'he Committee ulso suggested

Or Come In

Freo Delivery

PilON~ MEN'S & WOMEN'S UNIFORMS ~~~UM
m·M FOR EVERY BUSINESS NEED! ft~~J~~

Wccb day• B a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sundays 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. & 4 p.m. to 0 p.m.
Open most Holidays
255·5581

UNM Art Teacher
Gets National Honor

campus progmms for the '66 election races, and urged area organizations to work for 80 freshmen
congressmen whose re-election is
essential for pasage of administrative legislation. At the same
time, they recommended that
clubs not support congressmen
who voted against the Civil
Rights Bill in the House.
Executive Director: Gaq- Winget stitte4 that indivf~s~pus
Yb's iJcr riot hav~. to.:,!l~ept' national proposals,; but . be IIopes
they will debate issues and offer
alternatives.
·
More than offering alternatives;
many campus organizations seek
direct participation in making
the national decisions. At present,
the Executive Committee, eJected
every two years at the CYD national convention, passes all national policy.
The national office might .investigate methods for involving
local coUege Young Democrats
in
national
decision-making,
Wingate said.
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will not be allowed to disperse
and detedorate. There al'e also
plans to organize a presentation
of the photographs.
Some of these projects have
begun; most will begin during
Oetobe1• and run until mid-1967.
Other groups receiving funds
are: The Corrales Art Association, to aid in conducting a survey
of crafts and craftsmen in New
Mexico, and the presentation of
their findings in a series of five
shows; The Albuquerque Little
Theatre, for a minimum of two

Interlude
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looK YOUft tllST

AS ADVERTISED IN
SEVENTEEN, BRIDES
SPORTS CAR GRAPHIC, GLAMOUR
TERMS ARRANGED
YOUR PERSONAL SERVICE
JEWELER
EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

butterfield
je1velers

2312 CENTRAL SE
OPPOSITE UNM
CONCERT HALL

~

CA(:/5 ·1

MEMBER' AMER!CAN~E~_:;ociETY, ~

Make This Shop

YOUR KNITTING
HEADQUARTERS
IN ALBUQUERQUE
We are authorized dealers for, and offer a complete selection of,
SPINNERlN, BERNAT, UNGER and FLEISHER YARNS & PAKS.
Come in and look over our full selection of the new Fall Kits and
Sweater Paks.
Buy for that first sweater now.
SPECIAL PRICES ON OUR MOST POPULAR YARNS DURING
STATE FAIR WEEK-SEPT. 15-24
YOU DON'T KNOW HOW TO KNIT?
Come in ond register for fall classes
Beginning and advanced
WE HAVE A WIDE SELECTION OF
COLORS FOR DECORATIVE PURPOSES

1u41Ut4·6 ~Mil S~f~P
625 Amherst Dr., N.E.

256-7064

We would like
to help keep
your car
running well

LAS LOMAS
SERVICE STATION

-

a

lomas at
Monte Vista NE
255-1851

RUDY'S BARBER SHOP

U/I~H~~ttYOU

ORANGE BLOSSOM
DIAMOND RINGS

french Department
Offers Youth Class

"Spoken French" for Albuquerque children will be offered for
the third year at UNM under the
sponsorship of the French department. There will be one hour
classes offered each Saturday
morning to children from 8 to 14.
Registration for the new series
wil1 begin- -t 10:30 a.m. Saturday
(Sept.·.24) ·in ;Mitchell Hal~ 101.
Tuiti~n fee fa. $5.00.

professional -performances for
city high school students.
There are a number of other
organizations benefiting ft·om
this donated money. Most of tl1em
are located in other New Mexico cities.
A proposal which has aroused
interest, and may receive financial aid, is the plan to produce a
World Festival of Indian Arts,
planned to be held in New Mexico sometime in 1968. The future
of this proposal is at ·present
undetermined.

STUDENTS

Hair Cuts-Razor Cuts
Hair Coloring and Styling

UNIFORMs. }Nc.

MENS & LADIES TOILETRIES

The money will also be used to
subsidize a playwright in internship for the production of an original play, and the subsequent
performance of it. A University
touring group for a program to
enrich the dramatic literature in
the New Mexico -public high
schools is also to share in this
financial aid,
Five UNM students who will
participate as regular players
with the Albuquerque Symphony
will benefit from the scholarship
assistance provided by this program, The assistance will also
aid the projected increase in the
number of youth concerts by the
Albuquerque Civic Symphony
during the coming year.
Photographs Preserved
A less-expected but sc1·iously
necessary conservational project
is being supported by these funds,
The New Mexico Arts Commission will purchase old and new
JOm 62 other campus organiza-. photogt·aphs of New Mexico
tions in advertising theh· activ- architecture from the Spanish
ities during the annual activities Colonial years and earlier, so
night, Sept. 23, 6 to 10 p.m. in that these 1·ecords of our he1•itage
the Union ballroom.
Will AidNMEA
The group will continue its
activities during the New Mexico
Education Association convention
on the UNM campus, Oct. 26 to
Oct. 31, by helping with parking.
Two top national honors have
Vigilantes became an indepen- been accorded Garo Antreasian,
dent honorary in 1942. Before lH'ofessor of art at the University
that time, it was known as the of New Mexico.
Sophomore Vigilante committee,
Six of Antreasian's prints have
under the jurisdiction of the been selected fo1· display in the
Khatali honor society.
Smithsonian Institute's National
Sweaters Identify
Collection of Fine Arts. The N aWhite sweaters with purple- tiona! Collection of Fine Arts is
rimmed V's will pinpoint the conducting a program of rotating
sophomore men serving UNM on exhibitions of paintings and prints
campus this year as Vigilantes. by contemporary American artists
The society's members are to be displayed in the White
picked from the incoming soph- House.
omore class on the basis of schoThe prints selected for the exlat·ship and interest in campus hibition include "Ring Around,"
activities. The purpose of the "Blue Glow," "Abstraction," "New
group is to create a more demo- Mexico, II," "New Mexico, III,"
cratic spirit among university stu- and "Shield."
dents .and to encourage participation of freshman men in extracurricular activities.

FOR EXPERT

3100 Central Ave. E. at Richmond

C. WOODROW WILSON (Owner)

the production of two modern
operas which are not usually performed by the opera "establishment.'' They are "Wozzeck," by
Arnold Shoenberg, and "Dialogues of the Carmelites,'" by
FNmcis Poulenc.
. The UNM drama department
is receiving a total of $3,100
from the federal and state governments to aid in the establishment of an annual Theatre Arts
Festival. This event would bring
together theater groups from
throughout the state for the program.

WE DELIVER
Phone 256-0613

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Vigilantes' Activities
Purposes Explained

DISCOUNTS TO UNM
STUDENTS & FACULTY

Varsity Barber Shops

Possible Under New Plan

...

Cultural Funds to Hit $40,106 In 1967

Student Judiciary Group·
l=orms at National Meet
CHAMPAIGN-URBANA, Ill.
(CPS) -Like amoeba, organizations breed ot•ganizations. Meeting
fo1· the first NSA Campus Judiciary Conference, August 15-20,
delegates from nearly 50 colleges
set up another new national student organization-the U.S. National Campus Judiciary' Association.
The Association, whose operations will be handled this year by
the NSA office in Washington,
D.C., will act as a clearing-house
for infonnation about college
judiciary systems.
May Separate
The group may declare its independence irom NSA in a few
years, according to conference coordinator Steve Sunderland.
The Association was founded
because most student judici&ries
have little knowledge about their
functions and need training to
give fah· decisions in disciplinary
cases on their campuses, according to several pa1·tieipants.

·•

(by the pool)

In The College Inn
Grand & Ash NE

.

Appointments Available-242·8988

YAMAHA

You have a Swinging World of
fun when you have a Yamaha
Campus 60

It's the bike that keeps on going ... to college, to work, everywhere! Big bike
styling. Center tank, telescopic front forks, sporty upswept pipe, ail injection.
Plenty of pep ... 50-55 mph. Low insurance rates and nearly 200 miles per
gallon make it economical to own and operate. A Campus 60 is ideal for the
college student. A low
down payment will put
you an a Yamaha, the
Discoverthe
top-selling 2 - s t r o k e
s!fi\IIGIN&
WORL\\ of J H,
spartcycle in the U.S.

$310
$35.00 down
$14.97 per month

VAMAHA.
......
SINCE" Hist

BOBBY J1S MOTORCYCLE SALES
6316 Domingo Rd. N.E.

Ph. 255-0237

..
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UNM's Lobes l-lope to Extend
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Hoc}ettCoutions
On b7Prospects

the last two out of three yeat·s.
"lt is a young team. But it is
too early to tell how well they will
do this yeat·," Hackett :;aid in
a LOBO interview Tul!sday aftel'noon. He said that Geot·ge Scott,
a defending cross country champion, is back this year.
Most of the membet·s of the 15·
man team are new runnet·s. Those
boys and their eligibility classifications are:
Lenny Jay-ft·eshman
John Rogan-f1·eshman
Donnie Coopet·-junior
Ray Jordan-freshman
Bob Nanniga-sophomorl!
Web Loudat-sophomore
Mike Thornton-sophomore
Pete DiOrio-sophomore
Rich Tidwell-freshman
Vernon Lawhorn-freshman
Richa•·d Zoloto-f1·eshman
This year's meet schedule is:
Sept. 24-AAU Run For Your
Life-Here.
Oct. 1-0kla. State, Ark., Okla.
City, Abilene, and Ft. Hayes,
Kansas at Stillwater, Okla.
Oct. 8-Arizona-he1·e.
Oct. 15-Air Force, Okla. State
at the Air Force Academy.
Oct. 22-Ariz. State, Oregon
State at Tempe, A1·izona.
Oct. 2!1-Denver, U. of Colo.,
Colo. State U. at Boulder, Colo.
Nov. 12-WAC ChanJp!'onship
at Tempe, Arizona.
Nov. 21-NCAA Championship
Kansas,
at La"'l'ellce,
"
Nov. 24 USTFF Championship at Wichita State

By JEFF DENNAIW
Sports Editor
The high-riding UNM Lobos
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TIGHT Ii:ND EMILIO Vallez was a big man in the upset Utah
State. The 6-2, 205 lb. junior snagged one 11f the biggest passes of
!tis career Saturday night when he caught a 50 yard touchdown
. k Be1t
. I cr. Th e TI> pass was tlte L0 b 06 fiIrs t t ouc h•
toss f rom l l1c
down of the game and gaYe th_e Wolfpack a 9-.2 lead.
--- ·--·------,.--.-- ---- ·-·----·------------··-

SYRACUSE WANTED HIM

Sought-After New York Wrestler
Swim Schedule .gns. a· Letter of Intent w···th u.
Sl

This season's schedule is as follows:
Dec. 3, U.S.A.F. Academy,
Home, 2 p.m.
Dec. 19, Texas Tech, Home, 4
p.m.
Jan. 8, Arizona State Univ.,
Tempe, 4 p.m.
Jan. 9, Univ. of Arizona, Tucson, 11 a.m.
Jan, 11, New Mexico State,
Las Ct·uces, 2 p.m.
Jan. 30, Oregon State Univ.,
Corvallis, 1:30 p.m.
Jan. 31, Univ. of Oregon, Eugene, 4 p.m.
Feb. 1, Univ of Califomia, Berkeley, 4 p.m.
Feb. 10, Brigham Young Univ.,
Provo, 4 p.m.
Feb, 10, Weber State College,
Provo, 4 p.m.
Feb. 11, Univ. of Utah, Salt
Lake City, 4 p.m.
Feb. 18, tJniv. of Wyoming,
Hon1e, 2 p.m.
Feb. 23, Denver Univ., Home,
4 p.m.
Mar. 4, 5, 6, WAC Championships, Provo
Mar. 28, 29, 30, NCAA Championships, East Lansing, Mich.

UNM Fall film fare
To feature 'Hamlet'
Film fare at UNM this fall will
offer on the classic: schedule a
Shakespearean tragedy in contrast with an early sophisticated
"who-dun-it."
The 11 movies will be shown
twice, 7 and 9:30 p.m. in the theater of the Union. Tickets will be
sold at the door.
As announced by film committee
chairman Martin Swearingen, the
series will open Sept. 30 with
Wutbering Heights and close Jan.
13 with The Thin Man. Others are
Mrs. Miniver, Oct. 7; Meet Me in
St. Louis, Oct. 14; Min and Bill,
Oct. 21; Hamlet, Nov. 5; Best
Years of Our Lives, Nov. 11;
Viva Villa, Nov. 18; How Green
Was My Valley, Dec. 2; Singing
in the Rain, Dee. 9, and San Francisco, Jan. 6,
Swearingen announced that a
foreign movie series will be shown
on Thursday nights, and there
will be ndditional movies Saturdays and Sundays.

The undefeated 136-pound New
York State High School wrestling
champion, who was sought by
Syracuse University, has signed
a letter of intent with UNM according to coach Ron Jacobsen.
Bert Nagel, a graduate of Cattaraugus Central High School, in
CattaraugUs, New York, posted a
23-0 season record on his way to
the prep state championship. His
1966 record shows 14 pins, eight
decisions and one forfeit. The fastest pin was 13 seconds over Bob
Solinger of Falconer. Out of the

Lawyers Offered
Commercial Class

eight decisions, four were shut
outs and only a total of eight
points wet·e scored against him.
Nagel, who wrestled for Jay
Mitchell at Cenh·al, started wrestling in the eighth grade and finished with a 70·10 record for the
five years. He was sectional cham·
pion his sophomore year, with a
17-0 mark and matched his winloss record his junior year.
Other titles his senior year
were Holiday Tournament champion, Section Six champ and Section Six Interclass champ.
The son of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Na~el of Cattaraugus plans
to study engineering at UNM.

Yearbook Available

A course on the Uniform Corllmercial Code will be offered to
Albuquerque lawyers by UNM
School of Law beginning Oct. 3.
Frederick M. Hart, Jaw professor at the Boston College of
Law and co-author of the Uniform Commercial Code Coordinator (1963) will be the instructor.
Prof. Hart is a visiting professor
at the UNM law sehoQl this year.
Course time is from 7:30 to
9:30 each Monday night, for
eight weeks. No text book is required. Enrollment fee is $45.

Copies of the 1966 MIRAGE
yearbook are still available to
students in Room 157, Student
Publications Building.

WANT ADS

301 Romero NW

CLASStFIED ADVERTISING RATEs:

4 line ad., 65c-C times, 12,00. Insertion•

muat b<! submitted by noon on d~ b<!fore
publication to Room 169, Student Publiea·
tiona Buildln.r. Phone 217•4002 or 217-U02.

EFFICIENCY

UN!\1 goals
won by
the Jack
gameAbendschan
via three
field
!J-7. Coach Bill Weeks is concemed with the revenge factor in facing the Wildcats at home. "You
can bet your boots that they remember that last game and would

~;eo~~.~hing better than

FURNISHED !hr.., room apartment. $60
monthly. 2114 Coal Avenue SE. MG-OUlS.

9/21, 22, 23.

SERVICES
TYPEWRITER sales &: repair. SJli!CiAI
rates to UNM students on. all machines.
Fr.., pickup &: delivery. E & .E Type·
writer Service, 2217 Coal SE, phone 243·
0588.

HELPWAN'l'ED
HtGti tNCOME .tOllS ON CAMPUS
Get a high_ paying job in sales, distribu•
tlon or market reseftl'ch rlr:ht on your 6W1i

campus. Ret.cnne a -campus ~presentative
rot" over !orty magazine, American AjrlinG:C,
Operation Mateh, ete. nnd earn hill' part•

time money doing interestittn work. Apply

right awllYc Collegiate Marketing, Dl!pt. H,
27 E. 22. St., N•w Y<>rk, N.Y. 1601(),

rceordin~t company of the
new music nnd the FUGS, wnht..'t cni111>U~
reps "for' .surveya and l)ubJic refntioi1H
nssi<mmcnt•. Contact imme<liatdy 11.
Stollmnn, J~SP, 166 5th A~c., New York,
N, Y. 10010. 9/21, 22, 23.

to knock

game which
will be(22,400)
played
at The
Memorial
Stadium
could sec K-State using their
sparcc talent both ways. During
spring practice they switched
from platoon football which
they had employed for the last
three seasons.
The Wildcats will be trying to
put a stop to an eleven game losing streak which started with the
loss to the Lobos in the last game
of the 1964 season. Also State
will be attempting to get into the
win column against the Lobos.
The series stands 3·0 as the Lobos
have won all the competition between the two teams.
The Wildcats will have their
hands full with the Lobos who
are presently ranked in the top
twenty teams in the nation by
the Associated Press. The Lohos'
five fumble recoveries in their
opener gives a pretty good indication of the toughness of the
UNM defense.
Weeks said that he expects the
offense to be a little better this
week. "Getting the offense work-

OUR SIXTY-SEVENTH YEAR OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM

ing is a result of long, hard practice on our timing, Once We get
our assignments and timing down
the offense will run a lot smoothcr."
The game will be played at 2:00
p.m. Satut·day and the play-byplay will be aired over KOB with
Frank Joyce calling the game.
While the whole defense is deserving of much praise, the Lobo
singles out the inspired play of
sophomore Duane Batte for bonors as player of the week. The
tough linebacker interceptl'd two
passes and recovered two fumbles in last Saturday night's action. In addition to that he was
in on many tackles and generally
played an outstanding game.

NM landscape Art
Featured In Exhibit
An exhibit oj' paintings called
"Landscapes by New Mexico Artists" is currently on view at the
New Mexico Union on the University of New Mexico campus.
The exhibit is being ch·culated by
the Museum of New Mexico.
Included in the exhibit are 15
}Jaintings representing a wide
variety ol'. approaches and styles
to the ,,~,llW.t'34exican landscape.
The exhtbiti~as assembled on
an invitational basis.
The exhibition-which will ap·
pear in various areas of the state
-is free, as the exhibit is a part
of the Museum's program of statewide educational service.

COUNTRY CASUAL
and CITY WISE

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9-9
unday 10:00-5:30 p.m.

BDGBTS
18 Menaul Blvd. NE
Phone 265-5951
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9:30-5:3() p.m.

Friday 9:30-9:00 p.m.

Thursday, September 22, 1966

Open Oueen Roce,
Porode Feotured
In U. Homecoming

O r m 5 b ' 5 Mirage
r
Fire
Y
Because of Poor Organization

The PARKIN
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For t he finest fashion in Fall and f
Winter wear. Fleecy Orion
!
~c!ylic pile shawl collar and
ltmng. The coldest weather
offers no hazard when you
wear the "Parkin." It's 34" of 1
smartly styled coat designed for
Wonderful winter protection.
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Senate Ouestions'
Editor's Handling
Of '66 Yearbook

~HOWN rpm~<; A'I' STVDENT Sli:NATI~'S first legislative session of the year are from left to right:
Senators Cher~l Possum, and Art Beadt, Student (:lO\•ernment secretary, Pam Fink Vice president Jim
McA1lams :tnd m deep thought Administrative Assistant, lUck Bolton.
'

Senate Approves Run-Off flection
d
t,
p
.
k
Settles
Dispute
.
Pres 1 en s 1c s
By BOB STOREY

uy non s·roREY
Student Senate approved seven
presidential appointtuents to stu.
dent committees and began to
take up the job of preparing new
laws for running the Associated
Students of UNl\1.
Senate <:oncurred with ASUNM
Pr<.>sident Dun Dennison's ap-

Corps Series Starts

OLD TOWN
Phone 842-8022

Vol. 70

An open queen's race and a
parade are some of the new features being planned for UNM's
Homecoming '66, Oct. 31-Nov. 5.
Homecoming chairman Jerry
Roehl said that his committee has
been working all summer planning the activities for Homecoming and that final plans are still
not in. Roehl !laid that the queen
election will be open to any UNM
girl as long as she has a 2.0 g~·ade
point and is a junior or senior.
The new system is being tried
to encourage more girls to try
out for queen and to malte the
election as open as possible. Girls
intc1•ested in running are asked
to pick up entry blanks from the
activities Center secretary.
Afwr all applications have been
received the girls will be 1·eviewed
by a judging panel which will
select <10 girls for the <~lection.
Students will vote for the top
1a girls and these will he the
court with the one who receives
the most votes being queen.
There is also a tmrmll• being
planned for any organb:ation
which can not (•xhihit decorations
on a house. The parade, which is
set for 9 a.m. Saturday, Nov. 5,
will hrgin at !lth and Central.
Df.'adline for entries will be Sept.
:io and the deadline for the sub·
mitting of tlwmes for floats will
be Oct, 14.
Paulette Key, pa1·ade chairman,
encout·aged campus organizations
which did not hav~: house decorathms to parti~ipate in the Jlarade.
Sh<! said that any organization
that was interl!sted even though
they did not have enough money
for a complete float or exhibit
should still contact her. Plans can
be worked out fm· combination
groups to sponsor displays.
Miss Key also said that if there
was enough interest tltere could
possibly be a .float workshop sponsored that would give students
help in preparing their exhibits.
Roehl asked that any persons
interested in helping out with
Homecoming should fill out applications for committee positions.
Applications for committee positions can be obtained in the Ac·
tivitiPs Center.

Now Two

FOR RENT
apartment.

turnished.
Water & ga.. PAid. $40 per month. Close
to cnmtms. Call 26S·4843. 9/19, 21, 22, 23.

ESP~DESK,

Bachelor: man who never
makes the same mistake once,

travel to Manhattan, Kansas this
Friday to see if last Saturday
night was for real. The Wildcats
of the Big Eight conference put
up a good fight against the Black
Knights of West Point Saturday
afternoon before falling 21-6. The
Cadets scored their last two
touchdowns in the f(lurth quarter
after K-State had pulled to within one point.
The Wildcats, who are coached
by Doug Weaver, will have twenty 1-etUrr!ing lettermen, only three
of which will be seniors. In that
r(!spect the Lobos and State will
be on somewhat the same plane.
The Wolfpack has but four seniors among their 22 starters.
Kansas State should have a
somewhat larger team than last
yeal', but there will be a void of
strength at the running back
positions. The overall team speed
will not be improved, however
most of last year's starters were
sophomores so if they can get togethe1· this year they could blossom into a good machine.
The last time the Lobos j'aced
the Wildcats was in 1964 and

EXICOLOBO

Contrary to pppular opmum,
Ann Slanders did not write Monday's Ear.

The New Mexico LOBO, in this issue, begins a series
of articles about the escapades of a Peace Corps volunteers in a remote village in Bcuador.
Remember "The Ugly American"? It was a bitter,
fictional commentary on the havoc wrought by obtuse
U.S. diplomats in an imaginaty Asian country.
"Ambassador in Levis" is the other side of the coin,
a true, ten-part series on exported Americanism at its
best. It is the story of Moritz Thomsen, a practical
Western farmer and a talented idealist.
Of him, Peace Corps Director Jack Vaughn has said:
"He combines a sensitive ability to write with a clear·
headed understanding of his day-to-day situation in a
world far-removed from the life that had been familiar
to him. Through his great abilities, he truly tells us
what the Peace Corps is al1 about~from the perspective of one man living alone in a remote village in
Ecuador.''
To him, a native fisherman said: "I think you're a
good man; let's be brothers."
It is a story of triumphs and frustrations, of new
gringo ways colUding head-on with old Ecuadorian
customs. To Ecuador, Thomsen brought not only his
:farmer's skills but also his understanding, his wit, his
·native American cussedness, his imperfect Spanish and
his love of children.
It is an honest story1 not only about how a Peace
Corps Volunteer teaches primitive people but also how
they educate him.
This narrative appears on page 2.

pointments of Bill Fox, Chief J US•
tice of Student Court; Bill Pick·
ens, Associate Justice; Paulette
Key to NSA Committee; Jim
Peterson and Sue Sherwin to Cultural Committee; and Larry Kennedy and .Jim Hinkle to Intramural Committee.
Action Unusual
In unusual action taken last
ni .. ht S!!nate approved Bill 39,
which through nn ove1·sight could
have been pla<'ed under pocket
veto. The situation arose after
the bill, which establishes prored ures for det(>rmining budgets
and alloeation of student monies,
was not signed by ASUNM Pres
ident Dan Dennison after the last
session held in the spring.
'rht•outh a l'Ule in the constitution any bill which is not signed
within 10 days of being apptoved
by s~uate would be considered
vetoed. The last session ended
within 10 days of the end of the
term an dthc bill was not signed
until this yem·. Through a tech·
ltieality in the constitution which
makes provisions for holidays in
the 10-day period, Senate Presidl'nt Jim McAdams ruled that
the summer vacation constitutes
a holiday and the legislation could
lerally be upheld.
Senate also heard a report from
Treasurer Steve Bacchus, which
stated that there is $8,448.49 in
the Reserve Fund left from last
year.
Reports Heard
The body also heard reports
from the executive committees including one from Lynna Joseph
on the Pto!!'ram Directorate. Miss
Joseph said that new plans were
l:eing made to convert the tsrrace
on the wrst side of the Union into
a Spanish restaurant. She said
that g-lass as well as heati~g
would be installed and that an in·
expensive 1rtenu with nothing over
a dollar in price being served.

Bill Fox, newly appointed
chief justice of Student Court
handed down a decision on the suit
of Steven L. Van Dresser against
the Elections Committee and
Jerry Reed.
Court ruled that a run-off election must be held between Steven
van Dresser and Jerry Reed to

The appearance of Thomas
Ormsby, before Student Senate
was the highlight of last night':'!
session. Ormsby, editor of last
year's MIRAGE, UNM's yearbook, answered questions about
the boolt which dissatisfied many
students,
After being asked why so many
of the pictures were lost and mis•.,.
named, Ormsby t·eplied that errors in photography and in the
organization of the identification
process caused the mistages. "We
got nhout nin<•ty-five p<•r cent correct on our pictU1·es, but I didn't
realize we had so many mistak<•s
until after th<• book was out,"
Ormsby said.
S<•nate asked the financial
st11tus of th<• MIRAGI<: after last
year, and were told by Williant
Huber, chah·man of publications
boat·d, that the yearboolt made
$5,000.

Huber said that the bulk of the
profit was made ftom savings in
In•inting and paste-up work. Hu1 er also mentioned that of the
6,300 copies of tbe Mirage, 300
still temain to be picl>ed up.
•
Pub Board Uninformed
Senator Bob McGeorge asked
if any of the pages were submitted for t·eview by Pub Board.
Ormsby answered that many
pages had been shown to the
Board for their information, but
that not all pages were shown,
nor did they have to be approved.
Questions were raised about the
fact that man~· of the pagi!S werl'
out of balance. One page would
have its full compliment of pictutes while the facing page would
ltave blank frames and odd numl ers of pictures. Ormsby explained that most pages were
filled with their full allotment of
pictures and that remaining pages
were filled with remaining pic.,.,
tures.
When asked about the problems
of meeting his deadlines Orm~by
replied, "It was my fault and I
:j~ccept all the blame. It was neglect on may part fo~· goofing off
and then throwing my hands up
into the air.''
"With the help of Pete Kendall
and Chuck Lanier I finally bUc·
keled down instead . of throwing
the whole thing in the trash." he
concluded.

Started Last Spring
The suit was brought last
spring after van Dresser lost a
bid to become one of the top 12
senators elected in last spring's
student elections.
Van Dresser lost the 12th posi·
tion to Jerry Reed by 13 votes the
difference in positions being that
position . one through 12 would
serve a :full year while position 13
tht·ough 25 would ser~e semester
terms.
The new student constitution
approved last spring established
the new Student Senate and made
provisions for stagger wrms for

Group Pictures Missing
Ormsby answered the question
of why organization and group
pictures which were taken were
not t•un by telling the Senate that
failures in appointment times as
W<lll as failure to identify peoplE''!
forced the pictures to be dl'opped.
"Going into May, we and Pub
Board were really sweating it, we
just wanted to get the thing out,"
he said.
Huber answered a question of
the possibility of a change of
policy on the part of Publication
Board by saying, "We do not
super~ise nor pre-censor pages.
We merely see that it is out, and
l'ide the financial aspect of it. We
will hold the editor responsible :for
malfeasance. The MIRAGE is a
one shot effort. We don't see what

(Continued on page 5)

(Continued on page 5)

Steve ~an Dresser
determine the twelfth and thirteenth positions :for Student Senate. This election must be held by
the fourth week of the semester.
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